East/West Parkwood Road Critical Sidewalk Repair Issues
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The $2k to $5k annually for sidewalks and pot holes and the $10k in year 1 for streets in the
annexation service delivery report are not secured funding, just estimates for planning purposes.
There are not earmarked funds for these items at this point.
John and I reviewed the top sidewalk issues from the list that Tom and Sheri pulled together. He
agreed they need to be fixed and he submitted the below list to Peggy Merriss. Peggy has put
these on the Street Sections list of work items and work will begin on 8/11.
In cases where the sidewalk has heaved due to large roots, he suggested that a fix would include
"meandering" the sidewalk into the parkway to reduce the likelihood of it reoccurring. I want to be
sure that we're ok with this.
The City also owns a scouring machine that could smooth out sidewalk sections that don't meet, so
long as the difference is less than an inch. We can pull together a list for John and it sounds like
this is something he would consider doing for us.
John also suggested the Board submit a "Sidewalk Petition" through Hugh Saxon, the Deputy City
Manager. I'm checking with Peggy to make sure we should do that as well.
John anticipates having resources to do some street repairs later this year. He wants to know if
that's something the Board would support and could also support with our neighbors to avoid
complaints about why they're not being completely repaved.
Finally, there is no curb replacement program in Decatur. Curb issues are fixed when complaints
are made, based on the severity. We looked with Sheri and Steve at the section of Park curb on
West Parkwood near Ponce where there's a potential erosion issue. John agreed it needs to be
fixed and it’s now "on the list".
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Work Required
8LF of 6”x5’ sidewalk through driveway apron, 58LF of 5’
sidewalk to left of drive, meandering into grass strip required
due to adjacent Poplar tree and 15LF of 5’ sidewalk at right
property line
40LF of 5’ sidewalk
15LF on Parkwood Lane and at corner with Parkwood Lane
remove radius area concrete and install new curb cut ramp
Cut out and insert tactile surface in existing sidewalk at
Parkwood Lane intersection
20LF of 5’ sidewalk
25LF of 5’ sidewalk
30LF of 5’ sidewalk, meandering required to avoid large Poplar
tree and will require removal of at least 2 small Cherry trees in
the grass strip
20LF of 5’ sidewalk
25LF of 5’ sidewalk associated with tree roots
30LF of 5’ sidewalk, meandering required to avoid large
Sweetgum tree and will require Arborist assistance due to large
surface root extending into grass strip
8LF of layover curb repair adjacent to first speed table

